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With thirty seconds left for the prompt, I warned the group of the last few moments and finished up my 
thought.   

That’s time, I said, as pens hurriedly finished their sentences. Then the eyes of the participants 
looked up. Who would like to share first? I asked the group. 

As we went around the table, each writer shared the words that they used to bring a photo to 
life that they had chosen in an exercise of writing from another person’s point of view. These adults, 
living in a low-income building, became flappers from the roaring 20s, mermaids under the sea, and 
teenagers in a coffee shop. They took the cut magazine photos pasted onto colored cardstock and turned 
them into three-dimensional characters that Tuesday afternoon.   

The last to share was one writer who had selected an old-timey photo of two boys at a baseball 
park. He read his words aloud, referencing the good old days of the Portland Pickles and the ballgame 
life of another era. As he finished, his cadence changed as he half-sung the words take me out to the 
ballgame for what seemed like his final line of prose. He glanced around the table, everyone respectfully 
listening to his piece, and a small smile came up to his eyes as he continued on with the tune in his deep 
voice.  Take me out to the ballgame. Take me out with the crowd, he crooned. 

Eyes darted around the table, as if asking ourselves: is this really happening? And quickly 
thereafter, smiles spread across all our faces as well. Right then, the chilly stone room we were in 
transformed into roaring grandstands, the snacks on the side table became peanuts and crackerjacks, 
and we became the biggest fans who chimed in unabashedly and sang along.   

For it’s one, two, three strikes you’re out at the ollllllld balllllll gaaaaame, we finished 
triumphantly, laughing and grinning before we came back to the group and shared our feedback on his 
piece.   

During the 27-hour training to become a facilitator, we learned that your group will never be 
exactly like this training and that we were there to learn how to best foster respect, writing, and 
community (Write Around Portland’s values) for our group. And there, between the timed writes and 
pre-selected prompts, the group had created community together. 

That moment, one of my most vivid from my time facilitating, was the most magical of 
unplanned joys of the entire workshop for me. It became so much more than words in a donated 
journal, more than one writer’s perspective of a photo. In that instant, the entire group came together to 
bring writing to life and create a world together, off the page. 

Write Around workshops are full of special moments just like these, where each writer, with 
their words, gives a bit of themselves and in return experiences the magic of sharing their experience. In 
the following pages, you will witness moments when words were penned, heard, and celebrated around 
a table of writers in our community, and now with you.   
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I spend a lot of time wondering about the world we're creating. 

We use likes and mutes to navigate a seemingly endless cascade of headlines. We craft public 
profiles, and fuss over our privacy settings, trying to maintain some sense of control over who knows us, 
and how much. Every nascent thought is subject to instant critique. Every moment of vulnerability 
questioned or punished. New words like unfollow and unfriend have made their way into regular usage. 

It sometimes seems like understanding is perpetually just out of reach – or no longer sought at 
all. 

As so much of the world seems to thrum with excess, hyperbole, and outrage, Write Around 
Portland's writing workshops are places of understanding and becoming, where positive and specific 
feedback is an expectation, not an exception. Their generative writing model, honed with care since 
their workshops began in 1999, allows participants to step away from all the chaos of life, into an oasis 
of attention, listening, and respect. A dozen or so people tuck away all those things which beep and buzz 
and blink, and sit in a room with a pen, paper, and each other.  

I remember a man in a workshop I facilitated a few years ago who was skeptical of "this whole 
writing thing" from the start. As a new community college student, he was nervous about whether he 
was going to be evaluated on details of grammar, or the structure of his pieces. Once reassured, he 
usually wrote, and shared, though there was still a poetry exercise he refused to do entirely. 

During one of our last workshops that season, probably mid-November, I could tell he was more 
hesitant to share than normal. We all waited a moment as he wavered, then listened as he read a 
moving reflection about how much he missed his kids during the holidays. He hadn't seen them in years. 
We were all in awe of his willingness to be so vulnerable. 

I can recall so many long-hidden stories and experiences that have emerged in moments like 
this. I've witnessed laughter, pride, humility, appreciation, tears, joy – in writing of every type, from 
playful fiction to minimalist poetry to profound reflections on life experiences. 

We carry stories from these anthologies into the rest of our lives. Reading them, and sharing 
them, helps us understood who we are, not just as individuals, but as a society. A few short, true 
sentences can have more power and impact than a thousand headlines. 

The opportunities that Write Around Portland creates – for understanding, growth, and 
community – are so essential right now. Because of their work, I move through the world wondering 
what story each person might tell, given the opportunity to sit with a pen, an unexpected prompt, and 
the too-rare attention of people who walk into a room as strangers, and walk out as fellow human 
beings, and often friends. 
 


